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Montana Mitigation
Proactive Inactive
Winners WinnersLosers
Losers
Methods and Parameters
● Identify “Winners and Losers” of each mitigation scenario
● Establish Net Profit or Net Loss of each scenario
○ Use Climate Models to ensure credibility
● Comparing economic Net Profit or Loss of mitigation scenarios
● Use Net Profit or Loss to establish efficacy of mitigation for each Winner 
or Loser
❖ Restricting Research to Montana Economy and Montana Mitigation
❖ Restricting Research to Mitigation Methods, exempting Restoration, Preservation, Adaptation 
Efforts 
Inactive Mitigation Methods
Losers
● Tourism/Outdoor Recreation
● Agriculture
● Environmental Quality
● Forest Fire Prevention
● Montana Biodiversity Powers Consulting
Inactive Mitigation Methods
That is, Business as Usual
Winners
● Montana Mining Economy 
● Coal-Fired Power Plants
● Avoiding costs of energy grid 
renewal
● Possibility of outsourcing 
coal to China
Payroll from Montana Mining Companies to Montana 
Employees
Proactive 
Mitigation 
Methods
Losers
● Montana Mining Economy 
● Coal-Fired Power Plants
● NorthWestern Energy
● Small Business Owners? 
Employee Total
7,136
BBER 
Report
Proactive 
Mitigation 
Methods
Winners
● Improved Community 
Health
● Public Health around 
pollution sites
● Independent Sources of 
Energy
● What about the Industries? 
These are still at 
Risk!
● Tourism/Outdoor 
Recreation
● Agriculture
● Environmental 
Quality
● Forest Fire 
Prevention
● Biodiversity
How does Global CO2 impact the limitations of Local Mitigation?
Taken from the recent Montana Climate Assessment
Industries are still 
at Risk!
● Tourism/Outdoor 
Recreation
● Agriculture
● Environmental 
Quality
● Forest Fire 
Prevention
In addition, the State of Montana loses…
● Mining Jobs
● Coal Plant Jobs
● The Prospect of Developing Fossil Fuel Economy
● Costs associated with switching to Renewable 
Energy Sources
● Business from strict Federal Government 
Regulations
So, What?
● Mitigation or Distraction? 
● How do environmental advocates simultaneously protect the environment, 
AND the livelihoods of Montana workers? 
○ Should they be considerate of both? 
● How does Adaption play into protecting our Montana 
environment/industries?
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